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Now, dogs suffer from rabies, a mortal danger. 
Whether sent from a tainted star in the heavens, 
When Phoebus casts slow rays from the gloomy skies above, 
And uncovers his pale face unto the dazed world; 
Or, from striking the burning mane of fire-haired Leo 
He drives seething unrest into our gentle dogs. 
Whether the Earth breathes this plague forth from her bosom, 
Or if poisonous air is the cause of this evil, 
When cool water runs dry and the air becomes parched, 
Throughout their veins burning seeds harden and grow strong. 
No matter the origin of this deadly curse, 
It stirs the deepest marrow underneath the heart, 
Pouring venomous black foam into his wild jaws, 
Imposing on him a vicious biting frenzy. 
Therefore, learn to mix healing draughts and wholesome cures.  
Firstly, you must gather the pungent drug castor, 
Extract of the beaver, and reduce it, grinding 
It under a stone ‘til it makes a viscous paste. 
Then, to this add powder of ivory, whether 
Ground or chopped, and mix them both ‘til it thickens. 
Afterwards, slowly add a stream of liquid milk 
Into the mix, so that it may be poured through a 
Horn without sticking, thus the dog can quaff the drug, 
And so banish the mournful Furies, again bringing 
A peaceful calm to the minds of our gentle dogs. 
 
  
Notes on the translation 
 Translating this excerpt was rather challenging for a number of reasons, but I enjoyed 
it nonetheless. Before I attempted this challenge, I was entirely unfamiliar with Nemesianus 
and his works, so I did some small research on the poet to help my translation. Vergil’s 
Georgics seems to have inspired the Cynegetica, although the latter is an un-heroic 
interpretation of the model. Thus, in my translation, I emphasised the didactic and naturalistic 
aspects of the poem – the mythic and supernatural explanations for the diseases are included 
in the naturalistic element.1 
 My translation process consisted of two steps: translating the Latin into rough English 
prose, and then rewriting that into English verse. For the meter, I selected unrhymed iambic 
hexameter. I chose this meter as it has a pleasant rhythm, and regular punctuation breaks up 
any potential monotony. Since a literal translation would produce an awkward and unwieldy 
poem, I took some liberties with the translation. I shortened certain elements to prevent the 
verse becoming staid, and lengthened others for emphasis or liveliness. However, I was 
careful to keep the verse from becoming overly long – English is naturally a more verbose 
language than Latin as it is. Overall, my intent was the capture the meaning, imagery, and 
spirit of Nemesianus’ verse in pleasant and readable English verse, and I feel I accomplished 
this. 
  
                                                          
1 Supernatural and mythic from a modern perspective, not necessarily in the 3rd century CE. 
